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View President Ford's Daily Diary (activities log) for this day

Roll # Frames Tone Subject - Proper Subject - Generic Names Geographic Location Photographer

A7653 3A BW President's Trip to the Far East; First Lady's 
Stay Over in Hawaii - Honolulu, Hawaii

display of buffet food set on 
table with 4 plates

Honolulu, HI Kahala Hilton Schumacher

A7656 4-28 Color President's Trip to the Far East; First Lady's 
Stay Over in Hawaii; Luncheon with Hawaii's 
First Lady - Honolulu, Hawaii

lunch table set; greetings at 
door; sitting together on 
sofa, with flowers; foursome 
seated at dinner table; 
various angles and distances; 
all not in every frame

Betty Ford, Jean Ariyoshi, Chirdon, 
Weidenfeld

Honolulu, HI Kahala Hilton - 
First Lady's 
Suite

Schumacher

A7660 3A-22A Color President's Trip to the Far East; First Lady's 
Stay Over in Hawaii; Arriving Hotel; Hotel 
Manager - Honolulu, Hawaii

greeting at curb, bright red 
Mercury, walking through 
corridor, standing on 
balcony of First Lady's suite; 
various angles and distances; 
all not in every frame

Betty Ford, Hans Weishaupt Honolulu, HI Kahala Hilton Schumacher
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